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BOUNTY REVIEW
HOW TO GET TOKENS OF THE PROJECT FOR FREE

WARNING
This document presents description of the CRYPTOCEAN Bounty campaign, carried out within the framework of
ICO stages. Please, familiarize yourself with White Paper of CRYPTOCEAN project, which is primary in relation to
this document.
If you have questions on Bounty program or campaign, you can connect with us through the official web-page of the
project cryptocean.io or with the Bounty support service, contacts of which are presented below.

ABOUT ICO
CRYPTOCEAN Bounty-campaign -ability to earn tokens of the project without direct investments by the fulfillment
of series of actions and conditions, which are presented in this document.
Main options of CRYPTOCEAN ICO project

#

ICO Parameter

Value

1

Public Pre-ICO:

from 15.05.2018 to 24.09.2018

2

Main ICO:

from 25.09.2018 to 25.12.2018

3

CRYPTOCEAN base token

CRON

4

Nominal cost of CRON token

$0,01

5

Total quantity of emitted tokens

10 000 000 000

ABOUT BOUNTY
The CRYPTOCEAN Bounty-campaign is an opportunity to get the project’s tokens without making direct
investments. The Bounty-campaign will distribute 5% (500 mln) of the total issued amount for the remuneration of
the campaign’s participants.
The Bounty-campaign for the ICO of the CRYPTOCEAN project is divided into two parts: the Bounty-campaign of
the Public Pre ICO and the Bounty-campaign of the Main ICO accordingly (shown in the table below)
The Bounty-campaign starts a week or two before the actual sale of tokens to investors start aiming at warming their
interests up and giving them the opportunity to make a conscious decision about investments into the project.
The Bounty-campaign finishes when the corresponding stage of the ICO finishes. After that for one week there is a
calculating results process, when participants get their tokens
This approach allows a more detailed and fair evaluation of each participant input of the campaign excluding potential
frauds.
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Timing and budgets of the Bounty campaigns of the Public Pre ICO и Main ICO
The Bounty-campaign of the Public Pre ICO
#

Indicator

The Bounty-campaign of the Main ICO

Value

#

Indicator

Value

1

Tokens issues

140 000 000

1

Tokens issues

360 000 000

2

Share in the Bounty

28%

2

Share in the Bounty

72%

3

Start

04.05.2018

3

Start

30.09.2018

4

Finish

24.09.2018

4

Finish

25.12.2018

5

Results

01.10.2018

5

Results

31.12.2018

If not all tokens will be distributed (due to the insufficient number of participants) these tokens will be given at the next stages
of the ICO. The Bounty-campaign may finish before the official date if the amount of the tokens allocated for the Bountycampaign reaches a maximum number.

The tokens are spread in the following way:
0,1% (10 mln) of the total number of tokens go to the first 20 000 users, who register themselves on the
Personal Account of the Investor. The reward for the registration is 500 CRON tokens;
3,6% (360 mln) of the total number of tokens will be given to the Bounty-campaign participants, who promote
the project by the bonus/referral programme (the reward is 5% of the purchased amount of tokens by the
person you have referred up to 25.12.2018, according to the nominal value of the token, which equals $0,01);
0,1% (10 mln) of the total number of tokens will be given to 10 000 participants of the Airdrop-campaign;
1,2% (120 mln) of the total number of tokens will be reserved for using in other Bounty-campaign activities
(social networks, Investors’ Support Service, theme forums, translations etc).
The project team reserves the right to announce additional promo-actions directed at attracting additional tokenholders.

BOUNTY REWARDS
The Bounty-campaign participants may receive:
500 free tokens for the registration in the Personal Account (the first 20 000);
1 000 free tokens for the registration and subscription (AirDrop the first 10 000);
5% of the purchased amount of tokens by the person you have referred (by the link you indicated);
up to 500 tokens/week on Instagram for subscriptions, reposts and project promotion;
up to 600 tokens/week on Facebook for subscriptions, reposts and project promotion;
up to 700 tokens/week on Twitter for subscriptions, reposts and project promotion;
up to 4 000 tokens for writing notes and articles on the relevant portals;
up to 10 000 tokens on Youtube for making a unique video about the project;
up to 10 000 tokens/week for moderating project branches on BitcoinTalk;
up to 30 000 tokens/week on BitcoinTalk for signatures and project promotion;
up to 50 000 tokens for the translation of the branches and the project materials into different languages.
Check the details of the Bounty campaigns and the types of rewards below.
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BOUNTY CONTACTS
Contact info of the CRYPTOCEAN project, its ICO и Bounty campaigns are in the table below.
Resource

URL/Link

Official project web-site:

cryptocean.io

ICO section:

ico.cryptocean.io

Investor's personal page:

https://my.cryptocean.io

Раздел Bounty:

bounty.cryptocean.io

Participants table:

https://goo.gl/8gys9e

Bounty results table:

https://goo.gl/1bFSEy

You may check your results and amounts of Bounty tokens in the table of Bounty results.
Ask your questions about the CRYPTOCEAN Bounty campaign:
Resource

URL/Link

In Bounty Telegram-chat:

https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean

On BitcoinTalk forum:

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=1678661

Through E-mail:

bounty@cryptocean.io

There will be changes on a regular basis in the Bounty campaign so we advise you to check contacts on the project
website in the ICO section: ico.cryptocean.io. We apologise in advance for any potential errors in the links and we
will appreciate if you inform us about them.
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BOUNTY CAMPAIGNS
OF CRYPOCEAN PUBLIC PRE ICO

GENERAL CONDITIONS
General terms and conditions for participation in Bounty campaign of CRYPTOCEAN Public Pre ICO:
1.

For participation in Bounty-campaign you have to be at least 18 years old.

2.

To get the reward sign up on IPP https://cryptocean.io/ (directly - https://my.cryptocean.io)

3.

A user may participate in Bounty-campaign only from one account. In case of detection of repeated sign ups,
the duplicates will be deleted from campaign without saving bonus points.

4.

In case if not all tokens will be distributed (because of insufficient amount of participants in Bountycampaign), undistributed tokens will be given on other stages of ICO.

5.

Bounty-campaign may end earlier if the number of tokens for Bounty-campaign will reach its maximum.

6.

For participation in Bounty-campaign you need to fulfill all the requirements, which are specified for every
single campaign and send the report about fulfillment in recommended form.

7.

The list of Bounty participants gets updated and analyzed once a week on Mondays. All info data is recorded
in an online docs-table https://goo.gl/1bFSEy, only Bounty-manager has the rights of editing.

8.

We reserve the right of deleting participants from any program any time with confiscation of accrued tokens
for fraud or spamming in Bounty-campaign.

9.

Results are going to be announced on 31.12.2018 and will be accessible on:




BitcoinTalk forum: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3641807
Site Bounty section: bounty.cryptocean.io

10. Earned for participation in Bounty tokens will be accrued to your wallets by specified ID during 7 days after
the end of Bounty-campaign.

REGISTRATION CAMPAIGN
TOKENS FOR REGISTRATION IN THE PERSONAL ACCOUNT
(2% BOUNTY, 10 MLN. TOKENS)
The first 20 000 users, who register in the Personal Account of the
https://my.cryptocean.io will receive the reward of 500 tokens.

CRYPTOCEAN project on:

The terms of receiving the reward:
1.

To register in the Personal Account: https://my.cryptocean.io

The reward will be transferred to the campaign participants a week after the Bounty-campaign finishes before
01.10.2018.

REFERAL CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
5% OF TOKENS PURCHESED AS A RESULT OF THE REFERAL LINK
(72%BOUNTY, 360 MLN. TOKENS)
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All Bounty-campaign participants who send referral links and if the purchase of tokens is made as a result of it, receive
the reward. The reward amount to 5% of the sum of the purchased (as a result of the referral) tokens. The reward is
given in tokens. The calculation of the amount of tokens purchased as a result of the reference is done in accordance
with the nominal value of the token.
The terms of receiving the reward:
1.

To register in the Personal Account: https://my.cryptocean.io

2.

To receive a reference link for getting tokens be referrals

3.

To send out the link to as many people as possible asking them to purchase tokens using this link

The reward will be transferred to the campaign participants a week after the Bounty-campaign finishes before
31.12.2018

AIR DROP CAMPAIGN
FOR REGISTRATION AND SUBCRIPTION TO THE PROJECT'S CHANELS
(2% BOUNTY, 10 MLN. TOKENS)
The first 10 000 users, who register in the Personal Account and subscribe to the project's channels in messengers and
social networks, after making several reposts, will receive the reward 1 000 tokens.
Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's pagehttps://my.cryptocean.io

2.

Follow Twitter: https://twitter.com/Cryptocean1

3.

Make retweet:https://twitter.com/Cryptocean1/status/992392161873276929

4.

Follow Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cryptocean.io/

5.

Make repost:https://www.facebook.com/cryptocean.io/posts/363809234116548

6.

Follow the subreddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/Cryptocean/

7.

Follow Telegram channel and chat:




https://t.me/Cryptocean_io
https://t.me/cryptocean_en

8.

After the fulfillment of all conditions fill in the form of participant for accrual of tokens:
https://goo.gl/forms/bNTLsIhfdgDWSpxg1

9.

Make a report on BitcoinTalk in following form:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3640305

Campaign description on BitcoinTalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3642223
The reward to participants of https://my.cryptocean the campaign will be paid within a week from the end of the
Bounty campaign, until December 31, 2018.

CONTENT CAMPAIGN
BLOGS AND ARTICLES FOR THEMATIC FORUMS AND RESOURCES
(4.8% BOUNTY, 24 MLN. TOKENS)
The reward provides for creating articles with unique context and their posting on thematic forums and resources,
related to ICO holding. Reward depends on quality and quantity of the content:
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Quality

Size

Reward

Very qualitative

from 2000+ characters

4000 tokens ($40)

Very qualitative

from 1000 to 2000 characters

3000 tokens ($30)

Qualitative

from 2000+ characters

2000 tokens ($20)

Qualitative

from 1000 to 2000 characters

1500 tokens($15)

Poor quality

from 1000 characters

300tokens($3)

By decision of the project, high quality content may earn up to 100% of value of the appraisal work.
Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's page https://my.cryptocean.io

2.

Your text must be original. We do not accept copy-pasted content. (Originality upper than 85% by
Plagscanhttps://www.plagscan.com/plagiarism-check/);

3.

Content may be written on one of following languages: English, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Deutsch, French, Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, Czech, Polish, Arabic, Indonesian, Vietnamese, Hindi or any
other language by agreement with Bounty-campaign manager in Telegram-chat:
https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean or via BitcoinTalk:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=1678661

4.

Program translation won't be counted;

5.

Your article must contain at least 1000 symbols without spaces;

6.

Article/review/blog post must contain link to the https://cryptocean.io/ website, Whitepaper, social network
accounts and to your account on BitcoinTalk;

7.

All publications must be published publicly. Private articles will not be accepted;

8.

The audience for the posted article must be crypto related or match a use for CryptOcean or promote the ICO
to a suitable audience;

9.

Writers should familiarize themselves with the official white papers on https://cryptocean.io/ to ensure
accurate depiction of CryptOcean uses.

10. After the fulfillment you must write a message on the forum with links to your posts:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3640305

Registration: https://goo.gl/iZCZ5R
Status Check: https://goo.gl/iMFR3g
Still have questions? Ask them in Bounty Telegram-chat: https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail
bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal messaging on BitcoinTalk.

TRANSLATIONS CAMPAIGN
PROJECT MATERIALS TO DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
(3.6% BOUNTY, 18 MLN.TOKENS)
The reward accrues for translations of project materials to languages, in which the project is yet not presented, also in
case if the quality of translations is significantly higher than available.
You can earn:
20000 tokens ($200) for following:
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Translation of project's official BitcoinTalk forum (ANN):
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3643073



Translation of project's Bounty campaign description:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3641807
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3640305



Posting these materials on thematic forums in your language.

Graphical material (psd): https://yadi.sk/d/iXXvdGDX3VKcLM
20000 tokens ($100) for cryptocean.io web-site translation and presentation.
Excel-file with site text: https://goo.gl/6fkxLJ
50000 tokens ($500) WhitePaper translation at other languages
Available languages list: https://goo.gl/Nmy5A7
Docs-file WhitePaper: https://goo.gl/EFwB9Z
Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's page https://my.cryptocean.io

2.

We accept all translations except English, Russian and Chinese.
You must agree your language and the scope of work with a Bounty-manager in Telegram-chat:



https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean

Or to send personal message at BitcoinTalk:


3.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=1678661

Make an application on BitcoinTalk for a translation in the following form:




Your language;
Type of work (ANN + Bounty, web-site, WhitePaper).

4.

Make a qualitative, non-mechanical translation (all articles will be read by native speakers). You have 7 days
for translation.

5.

After work fulfillment you have to share links of speech-posts on thematic resources to this topic, or share a
link
to
a
document
with
published
ANN
and
Bounty
to
your
language:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3640305

Registration: https://goo.gl/forms/GIwvH4BsinAKi1cs2
Status Check: https://goo.gl/BrmBPE
Still have questions? Ask them in Bounty Telegram-chat: https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail
bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal messaging on BitcoinTalk.

MODERATION CAMPAIGN
FOR INVESTOR SUPPORT SERVICE
(3.6% BOUNTY, 18 MLN.TOKENS)
Reward for running of the project forum (ANN) and Bounty on BitcoinTalk on your language. Reward depends on
activity:
Unique commentators*

Reward

Up to 20 unique commentators

3000 tokens/week($30)
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From 20 to 50 unique commentators

10000 tokens/week($100)

More then 50 unique commentators

10000 tokens/week ($100)
+ 200 tokens ($2) for each
commentator over 50

* - together in ANN and Bounty.

Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's page https://my.cryptocean.io

2.

You must agree your language and the scope of work with a Bounty-manager in Telegram-chat:



https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean

Or to send personal message at BitcoinTalk:


3.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=1678661

Make an application on BitcoinTalk for a translation in the following form:
- Your language
- Willingness to take over the moderation of ANN + Bounty on your language

4.

ANN-moderator will also be responsible for running the ANN forum and has to support topic by translation
of official ads, news, messages from the official ANN:


5.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3643073

After the fulfillment of weekly moderation you have to report about your work by a message in forum in
following form:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3640305

If you have failed in keeping the topic in current interest, your reward may be decreased down to 90% of the actual
payment or you may be just disqualified. Increasing the number of messages by moderators by spam, publication of
false messages or paid messages for raising the topic are not allowed.
Status Check: https://goo.gl/8zh4dM
If you still have any questions do not hesitate to ask. Contact us in Bounty Telegram-chat:
https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal
messaging on BitcoinTalk.

BITCOINTALK CAMPAIGN
ADDING SIGNATURES AND AVATARS
(3.6% BOUNTY, 18 MLN. TOKENS)
Reward is provided to BitcoinTalk participants, who upload the signature of the project and who are active on the
marketplace during every week of signature uploading. The amount of the reward depends on the level of participant
on BitcoinTalk:
Level

Reward

Jr. Member

5000 tokens/week ($50)

Member

10000 tokens/week ($100)

Full Member

15000 tokens/week ($150)

Sr Member

20000 tokens/week ($200)
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Hero/Legendary

30000 tokens/week($300)

You can get 5000 tokens ($50) per week if you wear the official CRYPTOCEAN avatar:
Portrait logo:

Landscape logo:

https://yadi.sk/i/YefNDyMH3Ugoxb

https://yadi.sk/i/6rFvmwvA3Ugp3h

Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's pagehttps://my.cryptocean.io

2.

Wear the signature till the end of ICO:
[center] https://cryptocean.io
⚫ Ecosystem, which unites financial and technological services for work with crypto currencies, digital
financial actives and traditional fiat ⚫ [/center]

3.

Demands to user's activity:







Not less than 15 posts per week;
Not less than 70 symbols in a single post;
Posts must be distributed during a week (not more than 5 per day);
Spam and offending is prohibited;
Posts made in the following sections will not be counted as valid posts: Marketplace; Off-topic; Archival;
Marketplace (Altcoins).

4.

Participants with negative trust won't be allowed. If during the program your trust will become negative,
you'll get disqualified.

5.

Activity begins to count from the moment the user set up a signature and signs up. To receive reward it is
necessary to save a signature till the end of the campaign and for one week after, regular checks will be
conducted to identify violators.

6.

After the fulfillment of weekly volume of works you must write a message on the main forum with links to
every forum with your comments:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3641807

Registration: https://goo.gl/forms/YfVbwAChMmNJPl8a2
Status Check: https://goo.gl/fqiLFj
Still have questions? Ask them in Bounty Telegram-chat: https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail
bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal messaging on BitcoinTalk.

FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN
(1.2% BOUNTY, 6 MLN. TOKENS)
The reward accrues for following the CRYPTOCEAN community on Facebook and for being active on there for every
week of fulfillment of campaign conditions in depend on the number of participant's followers:
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The number of followers

Reward

100-499 followers

500 tokens/week ($5)

500+ followers

600 tokens/week ($6)

Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's page https://my.cryptocean.io

2.

Each member of Facebook Bounty campaign should have at least 100 real friends;

3.

Follow our official Facebook Account:



https://www.facebook.com/Cryptocean1/

4.

Leave a sensible comment on CryptOcean official Facebook account once a week;

5.

You have to like and share at least 3 posts per week from our official Facebook page;

6.

Each member must submit weekly reports indicating posts and reposts in the following form:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3641807

Registration: https://goo.gl/forms/FK0vYiEFSPK4qbPy1
Status Check: https://goo.gl/7DkXrz
This campaign is limited for 3000 participants..
Still have questions? Ask them in Bounty Telegram-chat: https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail
bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal messaging on BitcoinTalk.
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TWITTER CAMPAIGN
(2.4% BOUNTY, 12 MLN. TOKENS)
The reward accrues for following the CRYPTOCEAN community on Twitter and for being active on there for every
week of fulfillment of campaign conditions in depend on the number of participant's followers:
Number of followers

Reward

200-499 followers

500 tokens/week ($5)

500-999followers

600 tokens/week ($6)

1000+ followers

700 tokens/week ($7)

Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's pagehttps://my.cryptocean.io

2.

Each member of Twitter Bounty campaign should have at least 200 real followers;

3.

Follow our official Twitter Account:



https://twitter.com/Cryptocean1

4.

You have to retweet at least 5 tweets per week from our Official twitter account (not more than 2 retweets
per day);

5.

You have to post at least 2 tweets per week in Russian or English. Use our hashtags: #Cryptocean,
#Blockchain, #Bitcoin, #BTC, #Ethereum, #ETH, #ICO, #bounty

6.

Each member must submit weekly reports indicating tweets and retweets in the following form:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3641807

Registration: https://goo.gl/forms/E3pQE5r0QSk8eE8F3
Status Check: https://goo.gl/ywPAG9
This campaign is limited for 4000 participants.
Still have questions? Ask them in Bounty Telegram-chat: https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail
bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal messaging on BitcoinTalk.
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YOUTUBE CAMPAIGN
(3.6% BOUNTY, 18 MLN. TOKENS)
The reward accrues for uploading videos on YouTube, which promote CRYPTOCEAN project. The amount of the
reward depends on quality of video:
Content quality

Reward

Usual video with a talk about CryptOcean

3000tokens($30)

Average original/unique video

5000 tokens($50)

Long original/unique video with talks and graphics

10000 tokens($100)

Substandard (unoriginal) video

500 tokens($5)

Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's page https://my.cryptocean.io

2.

Describe CryptOcean project and it's features on any of following languages: English, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Deutsch, French, Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, Czech, Polish, Indonesian, Vietnamese,
Hindi or any other language by agreement with Bounty-campaign manager in Telegram-chat:



https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean

Or to send personal message at BitcoinTalk:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=1678661

3.

Video must be in good resolution and quality;

4.

Video must be minimum 2 minutes;

5.

One participant may make not more than 2 videos in one language;

6.

In the video description there must be information about official project web-sitehttps://cryptocean.io/and
social networks: https://goo.gl/Zhzpnm

7.

After the fulfillment of the work you must write a message on the main forum with links to your videos:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3641807

Registration: https://goo.gl/forms/X7MfPnUbqUbPj6g73
Status Check: https://goo.gl/Lbxikx
You'll receive the reward in depend on quality of your video in 2 weeks after you'll send the report. By decision of the
project, high quality content may earn up to 100% of value of the appraisal work.
Still have questions? Ask them in Bounty Telegram-chat: https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail
bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal messaging on BitcoinTalk.
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INSTAGRAM CAMPAIGN
(1.2%BOUNTY, 6 MLN. TOKENS)
The reward accrues for following the CRYPTOCEAN community on Instagram and for being active on there for
every week of fulfillment of campaign conditions in depend on the number of participant's followers:
Number of followers

Reward

200-499 followers

300 tokens/week ($3)

500-999followers

400 tokens/week ($4)

1000+ followers

500 tokens/week ($5)

Terms and conditions:
1.

Sign up on Investor's pagehttps://my.cryptocean.io

2.

Your Instagram account must be open;

3.

Each member of Instagram Bounty campaign must have at least 200 real followers;

4.

Follow our official Instagram:



https://www.instagram.com/cryptocean12/

5.

Upload any post with a link to CryptOcean account @cryptocean12with hashtags: #Cryptocean,
#Blockchain, #Bitcoin, #BTC, #Ethereum, #ETH, #ICO, #bounty

6.

Leave 2 sensible comments on CryptOcean official Instagram account;

7.

Each member must submit weekly reports indicating posts and reposts in the following form:



https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3641807

Registration: https://goo.gl/forms/YWKWrgLDGzwTEPw72
Status Check: https://goo.gl/DYr6oX
This campaign is limited for 3000 participants.
Still have questions? Ask them in Bounty Telegram-chat: https://t.me/bounty_cryptOcean, write on our e-mail
bounty@cryptocean.io, or just connect with us through personal messaging on BitcoinTalk.
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